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Why door knock? In this day and age, it’s commonly dismissed as

old school and ineffective. While door knocking may seem old

school, if done properly it’s anything but ineffective. I PROMISE it’s

still an incredible way to generate leads by directly introducing

yourself to your potential clients and if you know how to navigate

these conversations accordingly, you can get ton’s of business using

this method. In this guide I will go over how to navigate these

conversations based on whether you’re speaking to a buyer/renter

or seller lead, how to safely go about door knocking, when and

where to door knock, how to show up prepared, and how best to

follow up with these leads in order to convert them from leads to

clients.

Follow along, implement these methods, and watch your business

grow like crazy! 

WHY DOOR KNOCK 
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First thing’s first, let’s talk about the safety aspect, as it’s EXTREMELY important.

According to the National Association of REALTORS® 65% of all realtors are

women, and speaking as a woman who worked in the industry I can testify that

you should absolutely ALWAYS make sure that you are looking out for your

safety. Whether it’s door knocking, holding open houses, meeting with new clients,

going to showings or even posting on your social media, there are always safety

measures that you need to keep in mind. In this guide were focusing on door

knocking, however many of the aspects I will mention can be used in other areas as

well. 

Any time you plan on going door knocking, you should always bring someone with

you, and you should always make sure that someone else outside of who is coming

with you knows your location, the time you plan on getting there and being

finished and the route you plan on taking. When you bring someone with you, you

can either have them actually come with you door to door, or even just sitting in

the car, as long as they have eyes on you at all times that’s what matters. If you

don’t have anyone in the industry that can come with you, you can even just bring

a friend. I did this often and would simply introduce them as my assistant or

someone I’m mentoring so that it didn’t come across as odd to the person who’s door

you’re knocking on. If you don’t have a friend to come with you, it’s very easy to

find someone in the industry who’s willing to go, and it doesn’t even have to be

someone you have developed a relationship with yet. If anything this can be a way

to help you develop that relationship. As you should have learned by now, real

estate is all about making connections. You can ask other agents within your

brokerage, lenders, even title reps. These are all people who want to do business

with you and while it’s ultimately your buyers/sellers choice who they use, they

aren’t going to get any business from you if you don’t have any clients to

recommend them to. This is why they are generally always willing to help when

you need someone to come along to an open house, door knocking, and so much

more!

DOOR KNOCKING
AND SAFTEY  
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So you’ve decided you want to give door knocking a try, that’s amazing! Not only does

using this method show your potential clients and peers how motivated you are, but it

says a lot about the amount of effort you are willing to put into your business, and

therefore the amount of effort you’ll put into working with your clients. That being

said, it’s not going to be effective if you start knocking on doors and aren’t prepared.

The first thing you should do BEFORE you even start door knocking is pick a target

neighborhood and do your research. If you’re holding an open house that will take care

of the first step because you already know the neighborhood you’ll be going to but if

not, you should take the time to find a neighborhood that will likely have the type of

clients you would like to work with. For example if you are trying to establish yourself

as the go-to agent within the phoenix area, picking a neighborhood in scottsdale with

million dollar homes is not going to produce much results. The same can be said by

picking the wrong neighborhood in your target city. If you’re ideal client is someone

looking to buy or sell their home within the $300k-$500k price range, going to

neighborhoods with homes that are worth way more or way less than that is also going

to be just as ineffective. Take your time checking the MLS, look at where homes have

recently sold within your target city, where there are homes for sale, check price

ranges, and narrow down your ideal neighborhood. Now that you’ve picked the area

you want to door knock, you want to make sure that you have as much knowledge

about the market in that area as possible. Do this by going over what’s recently sold,

what’s for sale, the average prices of both of those, what the typical buyer is looking for

in that area, etc. This way when you go to have a conversation with these potential

leads, you have value to provide them with and will help as establishing you as an

expert in the area. Don’t forget to bring a notepad and pen with you so that you can

take notes with each person you speak to, this not only helps you be able to keep track

of important details but also helps you appear more experienced and professional and

makes them feel important. When they feel important and heard, they are likely to

want to keep talking to you! Important notes you should take down are their names,

the type of lead (buyer, renter, seller) how long they’ve lived there, whether they own

or rent, what they do or don’t like about their current place, where they would like to

move next, price range, timeframe, etc.

SHOWING UP PREPARED
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Now that we are prepared to start door knocking, let’s talk about the ideal time

to go. Weekends are typically best because it’s more likely that people will

actually be home instead of at work. The best time frame to go on the weekend

is typically going to be in the morning and early afternoon. You want to be

careful that you don’t go too early, because again, it’s often their day off so they

may want to sleep in a bit or enjoy their morning. Starting around 10am is great

because they’ll likely be awake by then but it’s still before they probably have

plans set for the day. On the other end, you also don’t want to go to late because

it’s very possible they could have plans or even be in the middle of enjoying a

meal with their family and interrupting either of those activities could irritate

them and make them less likely to want to do any business with you. Because

of this I don’t recommend doing any door knocking past 4pm. So now that

we’ve established our timeframe of Saturdays and Sundays between 10am-

4pm, it’s up to you to decide when you would like to get started. I would pick

one day and a 3 hour timeframe. This gives you plenty of time to speak with

people, get to a good number of houses, and still have time left in your day and

weekend in general for other work and activities. 

TIMING
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One of the most important aspects of door knocking is being able to navigate the

conversation with your potential lead. Now we aren’t going to dig too deep into this

subject because I do have these scripts available separately if that is something you’re

interested in, but we will go over a couple of the most important questions you should be

asking to help you understand how these conversations should go. This is all going to

depend on the type of lead they are, so one of the first questions you should ask should

be “are you the owner?”, this will lead them to either say yes or no. If they say yes they

are going to be a seller lead and if they say no they are either going to be a buyer or

renter lead. Now whether they are a buyer or seller lead you never want to just outright

ask “do you want to buy a house/ sell your house?” You want the conversation to flow

naturally and with this, throughout that conversation it will become known to the

buyer/seller that you are a professional and you know what you’re doing. Because of

this, when the time comes to ask the important question “if you did decide to buy/sell, do

you already have an agent that you would use?” they should be excited at the chance to

be able to work with you, but even if they say they do have someone else in mind, refer

to the scripts for handling any objections. Some other great questions you can ask are, “if

you did decide to make a move, where would you go next?”, “and how soon would you

ideally like to be out there?”, “what’s holding you back?”, “do you happen to know what

homes in the area are currently selling for?”, “have you already spoken with a lender

about getting pre-qualified?”. As far as getting the conversation going, you should be

prepared with an opener, because after you’ve asked the first question, their first

question is likely going to be “what do you want” or “why are you here?” If you don’t

have a reason for being there other than asking for business, you’re just going to end up

annoying people and that’s a quick was to loose business. Some openers you can use are;

that you’re an expert in the area and you want to introduce to the neighborhood to

better familiarize yourself, you have a buyer who’s interested in this neighborhood and

you want to help them with getting more detailed information that’s not readily

available online (even if you don’t actually have a buyer), you’re holding an open house

and you want to make them aware their may be more traffic than usual, even just

handing out goody bags, GET CREATIVE! 

BUYER, SELLER OR RENTER
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Following up with your leads from door knocking is going to be very similar

to following up with your leads from open houses, the main difference

being, you don’t want to follow up with them on the same day unless they

expressed clear interest in working with you and making a move very soon.

Otherwise it’s best to wait a day or two before reaching back out, you don’t

want to be overbearing and scare them off. Think of your leads as a deer in

the headlights, if you move too fast, they’ll run. On the other hand though,

you don’t want to wait too long either, you could risk loosing that lead to

another agent, or them forgetting about you altogether. Converting leads

into clients is a delicate process that can be a bit of a balancing act, but is also

the most crucial step of the process. You need to make sure that until they

are ready to buy or sell, you are always top of their mind without spamming

them with calls or texts all the time. At the same time you also want to make

sure that each time you’re reaching out to them they remember how

professional and knowledgeable you are, this is what’s going to help them

decide they want YOU as their agent. A great tip I learned early in my career

is to send a video message when it’s your first time reaching out to them

after you made the connection. How I go about this, write their names down

on a blank piece of paper so that when you send the video, it’s the first thing

they see and they’ll be more likely to watch it. The video should say

something along the lines of; “Hi ____ we met the other day when I came by

your house, we had a great conversation about ____. I wanted to reach back

you to you, see how you’re doing and if there’s anything I can do to help you

out on you home buying/selling journey, feel free to reach out to me

anytime and I look forward to hearing back from you!” Now based on the

actual conversation you had with them, you may want to say more or less

then that, feel free to add your personal touch, but the most important part

is that they remember your face!

FOLLOWING UP 
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Contact

Brecken Dale

480.980.7930

www.ModernAgentAssist.com

@ModernAgentAssist

THE END
Door knocking can be an incredible way of directly meeting your next client, getting great

leads, and getting your name out there. While many agents aren't willing to try it, if you know

how to do it properly it can make a drastic change to how you do business overall! It takes

patience and hard work, but nothing in this industry comes easy. Show your clients from day

one how hard you are willing to work for them, make a name for yourself and watch your

business grow! If you have more questions, or want to view the in-depth scripts for how to

handle conversations on these door knocking outings,  reach out to me anytime or visit me

online!

For more guides, scripts, training material,  

or one-on-one coaching visit

ModernAgentAssist.com
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